Wings of Change - Angel- and Light Beings-Essences
1. Angel of CHANGE
Crystals: fluorite, amethyst
Colour ray: emerald-green, turquoise-green-violet (interwoven spirals), silver-rose
Effect (summary): Cancels old programmes of fear and insecurity regarding change in the brain cells, the
heart centre and body systems. Activates magnetic energy-circuits.
Blessing and healing ray for being able to accept changes light-heartedly and with courage, as well as
lovingly, in joy and lightness.
Prepares for changes in patient and joyous expectation.

2. Angel of PARTNERSHIP
Crystal: rose quartz
Colour ray: light rose twin flame, rose-red energy with golden snowflakes
Effect (summary): By merging the female and male side with the rose-coloured twin flame you become an
androgynous being.
Attraction of soul- or heart-partner, perfect and loving union with partners, colleagues and friends,
intensified love for self.
Brings greater and higher understanding of partnership on all levels.
Protects in order to attract experiences in a gentle and loving way.
Essence of the angel: rose-red, rose quartz engergy.

3. EL RA SHUN
Master of the Light - the wise, ancient Native American woman
Effect (summary): The ancient, wise Native American woman, ascended master of the light, who sits by
the camp-fire and observes.
She teaches you the truth and wisdom of Mother Earth and nature.
She helps you to rest in your own centre, to find inner peace and strength and simply be.
Enhances vitality, joy and confidence in life.
Total anchoring and connection with earth energies, solidity, manifestation.

4. The GREAT GODDESS
Colour ray: golden-yellow shining energy, as the centre of the figure 8
Effect (summary): The essence of the Great Goddess helps you to discover your own divine femininity, to
expand in love without limits, to be peaceful in your being and to shine and embrace, envelop and welcome
everything that is. It is a golden-yellow shining energy, which, starting from your own centre, penetrates
everything. Energy of this day - the full moon, Walpurgis Night and Wesak-Festival.

5. ASHTAR + VENUS
Colour ray: shining white, dark magenta
Effect (summary): It acts like a doorway into the light for souls who "cross over" or seek redemption, who
return into the light. Enhances the feeling of togetherness. Supports the connection between heaven and
earth, for better anchoring, for intensifying the light channel and energy flow, facilitates dissolution of
energy-blocks. It strengthens the alignment and connection to higher levels of light to become a pillar of
light, a beacon in the storm.
This essence helps you to open your heart centre and strengthens your ability to love. You are enveloped
in a protective sphere of light. Supported, without fear or anxiety to let happen whatever happens.

6. Angel of GRACE
Colour ray: rose and violet ray
Effect (summary): This essence lovingly allows that God's will may happen through me, surrendering to
the divine, uniting spirituality with love. Opens for strength, courage and surrender. Subjects the ego to the
divine, helps to subject to the divine will. Dissolves inner relentlessness and rigidity, strengthens the
connection to the higher levels, brings blessings of the Holy Spirit, balance of polarities, encouragement on
the path to the light, transformation of the old, and new birth through to picture of passing through the
sunrise and sunset.
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7. Resurrected ATLANTIS
Colour ray: white-golden light, magenta-rose-violet, lightblue ray, golden stardust
Effect (summary): This essence intensifies the light channel along the spine.
Enhances connection to the earth. Transformation of earth-bound souls of all realms.
Strengthening and manifestation of beauty and creativity, enhanced flow of universal love which dissolves
everything.
New alignment on own life-axis on the vertical plane (connection between heaven and earth) as well as on
the horizontal plane (earthly and interpersonal).
Lightblue protective cloak of Maria.Golden stardust as protective cloak.
By healing of traumatic, Atlantean memories you gain access to ancient knowledge which has been
opened.
Please check whether Essence no. 12, Heavenly Awakening, is to be given simultaneously!

8. Angel of CONSOLATION
Colour ray: milky-white to crystal-clear white fading into deep-blue
Effect (summary): This essence comforts and supports in deep desperation, confusion, it alleviates deep
distress, helps in situations of despair, restlessness and despondence.
For releasing old structures and archaic values, gives new strength and new courage for new things.

9. Angel of FORGETTING
Colour ray: light violet ray which turns into dark violet, golden rays emerge from the centre
Effect (summary): This essence helps to find inner tranquillity, silence, balance, oblivion and deep peace
in order to forget everything painful. Pain and distress are dissolved in all bodies. Through inner peace and
quietness everything will work out in the outer plane. Cool-tingling energy which calms even the most
heated tempers. Afterwards you are flooded with a comfortable warmth, everything is quiet and in order.
Deep gratitude, humility, joy and happiness enter.

10. Angel of EMPOWERMENT
Colour ray: golden licking light-flames, brilliant golden live and white pulsating light
Effect (summary): This essence cleanses and brings all bodies, also the etheric ones, into a higher
vibration. Activates universal knowledge, universal wisdom and truth within the cells.
Enhances protection, power, strength and force, which are used lovingly. Supports fearless action and
vigour in your own and the universal truth, strengthens the warrior of light within you, the fearless use of the
light-sword for the benefit of all.
Strengthens the focus of the Third Eye in channeling.

11. Angel of LOVE FOR ALL THAT IS
Crystal: rose quartz
Colour ray: metallic-blue and light lilac, metallic-rose ray
Effect (summary): This essence brings harmony into relationships, heals wounded souls in matters of the
heart, strengthens ability to love as well as the higher understanding about true love without limits, which
only is. You can experience the pure love of the pure heart, without fear, without anxiety, the absolute love
for everything that is. This is the love of the Elohim-Entities (great light angels).
Also, increases love connection between soul-partners.

12. HEAVENLY AWAKENING
Colour Ray: cloudlike bright turquoise-aquamarine-blue energy, crystal-transparent white
Effect (summary): This essence brings about healing of the painful memories of the descent of Lemuria to
Atlantis, and activates the corresponding blotted memories of the Ancient Knowledge. Frees from the
heaviness of earth, supports your personal ascendance into higher realms.
Awakening of the divine core of light, the divine human being.
Supports the development from caterpillar into butterfly, the development of your gloriously shining, divine
light body.
Please check whether Essence no. 7, Atlantis, is to be given simultaneously!
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13. CORNUCOPIA
Effect (summary): This essence supports you to be in the natural flow of love and life and helps you
muster the faith and patience to fulfil and put your desires into reality. It strengthens you in allowing
abundance and considering yourself worthy of happiness.

14. Lightbeing of PRIMENESS
Colour ray: blue-white-silver stream of light - Enveloping, golden light
Effect (summary): This essence supports you to let go of the old in order to walk into the future full of
courage, trust and faith in the beautiful things. Through divine guidance it supports you to fulfil your soul's
tasks and to put aside the unimportant. It takes away the fear of the new and unknown, strengthens your
inner knowledge and gives you deep peace and true joy. It supports you to follow the call of your heart and
walk in the light.

15. Great Native American master NEWAHJAC
Teaches the laws of nature
Colour ray: dark red and dark blue blended with golden light
Effect (summary): Activates your inner knowledge about the connections with nature and the elements,
provides power from nature. Supports you in being in balance with nature. Activates the wisdom of Native
American knowledge within you.
Polarises, unites and merges the male and female aspects within you.
Helps you to act in a powerful and forceful way from your own centre.
Transforms traumatic memories and releases energies of pain and confusion. Makes you free and
independent of hindering energies and connections, clears and strengthens the energy centres. Facilitates
powerful expression and joyous vigour.

16. GODDES of the FOREST
Colour ray: many translucent colours, power of the elements
Effect (summary): Connects with the realms of nature with its entities, the realms of the animals and
plants, the elements and the power of Mother Earth.
Enhances lightness and joy of being, as well as the realisation and the expression of your own divinity.
Realisation of the higher plan. Enhances access to nature and to the power of the elements.
This essence is cleansing, cooling and soothing, it transforms, energises, gives warmth, protection and a
feeling of belonging and security. It strengthens vitality and joy of life, brings sun into the heart.
It increases your own vibration, your oneness with the divine, releases involvements in order to be free and
soar like a butterfly. Supports in the ascension process.

17. The HEALING LIGHT
(Master Lukas, Archangel Raphael, Tree-entity MOSOOI, galactic healing ray)
Colour ray: yellow-green stream of light, green-violet, deep green, yellow-green, lemon-yellow, lime-yellow
Effect (summary): Healing of physical and etheric bodies, heals old wounds and injuries from the current
and past lives in the mental and emotional bodies, in the heart and soul. Light stream of healing, has a
cooling and soothing effect.
Dissolves imbalances and harmonises all bodies (etheric and physical), provides perfect balance and
equilibrium.
Dissolves heart-blocks on all levels of being in order to be able to experience universal and cosmic love.
Dissolves distress and pain, brings you into the flow of life, gives love, joy, harmony and peace. Keeps your
heart open, strengthens your connection to the divine source, the unity and oneness.
Enhances connection with Lemurian energies.

18. FAIRYLIGHT
Colour ray: translucent, gently shimmering colours
Effect (summary): This essence connects you with the principle of purity and gentleness of God.
It contains the healing light for the new children of the New Age and helps them to reconnect to the source
and at the same time feel "at home" on earth, adapting to the earth frequency.
Facilitates harmony between children and parents, eliminates interpersonal disharmony and enhances
understanding between children and parents. (May be given to children and parents simultaneously!)
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